Both journals and journalism are well served by the embargo system. Newspaper offices receive advance copies of major journals, and/or press releases highlighting key papers, embargoed so that their contents cannot be disclosed before publication day. Journalists then have time to write stories to appear simultaneously. No-one has an unfair advantage. And journals gain more publicity than they would receive without embargoes.
But should this same procedure also apply when scientists are giving popular talks to public audiences? The question emerged, acrimoniously, during the British Association for the Advancement of Science's annual science festival, held this year in Leeds.
The event had hardly begun before the Daily Telegraph was attacking a preview of the meeting published by the Guardian the previous week. Then, in an angry exchange of letters in the Guardian on 11 September, Roger Highfield and colleagues on the Daily Telegraph accused the rival paper of breaking six embargoes in "a cheap stunt." Such behaviour would lead to "chaos" and "a new low in science coverage." In response, the Guardian's Bill O'Neill asserted that Highfield et al. were "professionally jealous" and that "pomposity and self-righteousness" lay behind their "mistaken claim."
Both sides may live to regret such imprudent language. Yet the issue really does matter -not least to the British Association (BA) itself, whose principal impact on the world is through the media attention it receives. Oddly, news editors believe that the BA's annual meeting is the sole occasion in the calendar when their science correspondents can find a rich harvest of breakthroughs. Extra column inches are provided, and science receives prolific exposure accordingly.
This year was no exception, with an impressive acreage of coverage. Reflecting their differing readerships, the Daily Star gave us "Rex ate at shakeaway" (the dinosaur that shook its live victims to pieces), while the Financial Times focused on "Glaxo chief urges better funding for research." The mid-market papers went to town over George Sik's advocacy of psychological profiling for footballers. The Daily Mail explained "Why a shrink should pick the England team," while the Express exclaimed "So that's why Gareth fluffed it."
For sheer skill in distilling complex material, one could hardly do better than the tabloids As always, the BA meeting was most conspicuous in the broadsheets, with up to five stories daily, five days running. Yet for sheer journalistic skill in distilling complex material down into a few crisp sentences, with not a word wasted, one could hardly do better than turn to the tabloids.
The Daily Mirror provided a typical example: "Mobile phones make you fat, a health expert claimed yesterday. They rob users of 10 miles' walking to the phone every year, said Dr Andrew Prentice of the Medical Research Council. Less exercise, and energy-saving gadgets like TV remote controls and power steering had also helped double the UK's obese population since 1980." There were many more words in other versions of this story, but the essentials are all there.
What the Guardian's science staff did to infuriate the Daily Telegraph was to scan the BA programme, contact speakers who caught the eye and ask them to write short pieces to appear just before the festival opened. Typical was a 700-word article in which David Cove explained that DNA carries genetic material, that it works by making proteins and that some traits can be transferred by genetic engineering.
One might wonder what all the fuss was about. Certainly the squabble between the two newspapers exaggerated the significance of what happened, with both sides claiming support from the BA.
In reality, however, the Association was partly to blame for creating the conditions under which a dispute of this sort was increasingly likely to break out. Twenty years ago, virtually all BA speakers produced complete manuscripts of their talks. Duly embargoed, these were available to the press weeks ahead of the meeting. Journalists much appreciated the help, and respected the embargoes accordingly.
Since that time, the number of such texts has declined to virtually zero. Some speakers provide single sheets of brief notes, others nothing at all. So what embargo was the Guardian supposed to have broken? It is certainly feasible to claim that a manuscript, labelled accordingly, is privileged information until a specific date. But no such protection can realistically be afforded to what the BA now offers -simply a name and a lecture title, sometimes with just a few sentences of synopsis.
Was David Cove really expected to decline an invitation to explain genes and proteins to readers of the Guardian? Would not a better solution be for the BA to return to its former, exceptionally helpful practice of giving the media proper texts of talks?
The Association may respond by saying that most speakers are now unwilling to produce manuscripts. If so, we must then ask why invitations to address the meeting carry so much less weight today than they did in former times, and whether the meeting still justifies the level of media attention it receives.
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